New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Ted 2 (Dec. 15) Months after John's divorce, Ted and Tami-Lynn's marriage
seems on the same road. To patch things up, Ted and Tami-Lynn plan to have a
child with John's help, but their failed efforts backfire disastrously. Namely, Ted
is declared property by the government and he loses all his civil rights. Now, Ted
must fight a seemingly hopeless legal battle with an inexperienced young
lawyer to regain his rightful legal status. Unfortunately, between Ted's drunken
idiocies and sinister forces interested in this situation to exploit him, Ted's quest
has all the odds against him Universal
Angry Birds Toons: Season Two Volume One It’s a new year on Piggy Island,
and the Bird vs. Pig struggle rages on. Can our birdy heroes continue to
outsmart the pigs’ constant attempts to steal their precious eggs? Will King Pig
finally feast on the omelet of his dreams? And will those poor piggies finally
catch a break? Find out in Angry Birds Toons Season Two - Volume One. Sony
Angry Birds Stella: Complete Season One Join the adventures of Stella and her
fierce flock in their very own series! Stella and her five BFFs live in a
never-before-seen corner of the Angry Birds universe, Golden Island. Together
they explore, create, rock out and laugh… a lot! Sony
Piggy Tales: Complete Season One Follow the everyday lives of the
mischievous minion pigs, who solve their problems with their limited wisdom!
In this unique, clay style CGI animation the loved and long-suffering Bad Piggies
face a series of challenges and unexpected events, leading to comical solutions.
Zoo Season One From the mind of bestselling author James Patterson comes
the most thrilling television show in years! Animals have been hunted, enslaved,
and slaughtered by humans for millennia...now it's their turn. From Africa to Los
Angeles, humans are viciously attacked by animals. When a maverick zoologist
(James Wolk), a French intelligence agent (Nora Arnezeder), and an activist
blogger (Kristen Connolly) investigating the phenomenon, they discover the
attacks are motivated by something far deadlier than animal instinct.
Paramount
CSI The Final The show that became a worldwide television phenomenon
solves its final case. When multiple bombs incite terror in Las Vegas, the
shockwaves reach far and wide. Former CSI head Gil Grissom (William Petersen)
responds to the call of duty while FBI Agent Catherine Willows (Marg
Helgenberger) rushes back to her old hunting grounds. In his final Vegas case,
lead investigator D.B. Russell (Emmy winner Ted Danson) helps unravel the
fiendish web of evidence. The case turns personal as seasoned pro Sara Sidle
(Jorja Fox) navigates her history with Grissom. Then the team itself becomes a
target, the elite experts of CSI (Eric Szmanda, Robert David Hall, Wallace
Langham, Elisabeth Harnois, David Berman and Jon Wellner) to outrace an
explosive threat to Sin City. Only Grissom's femme fatale Lady Heather (Melinda
Clarke) holds the deadly key to the secrets in this epic finale that changes
everything. Paramount/CBS
12 Rounds 3 Lockdown WWE Superstar Dean Ambrose plays Shaw, a detective
that returns to active duty after the death of his partner. When he uncovers
evidence linking his fellow officers to a murder, they frame him for a homicide
he didn't commit. Trapped in his own precinct, Shaw will do whatever it takes to
expose the dirty cops and clear his name. With twelve rounds in the clip and
one shot at redemption, nothing will stand in Shaw's way in this action-packed
thriller. Lionsgate
Susie's Hope An extraordinary story based on true events, Susie's Hope follows
a family who triumphs over tragedy and changes lives in their community. A
survivor of a horrific pit bull attack, Donna Lawrence, adopts a pit bull-mix
puppy, Susie, that has been beaten, set on fire and left for dead. Together, they
learn to heal, love and forgive as they lead a historic effort to seek justice and
protection for all animals. Green Apple
Super Bowl XLIX Champions After a decade of waiting, the New England
Patriots are the World Champions of professional football once again. The
Patriots conducted a dominating 2014 Season with the franchise s fourth Vince
Lombardi Trophy. After winning their sixth straight AFC East Title, New England
came back twice to defeat Baltimore before dominating Andrew Luck and the
Colts for the AFC Championship. New England then traveled to Glendale,
Arizona and dethroned the Seattle Seahawks to win Super Bowl XLIX.
Experience the journey of the 2014 New England Patriots as NFL Films takes
you through their extraordinary season. With sideline access, award-winning
cinematography and pulse-pounding music, join Tom Brady, Rob Gronkowski,
and head coach Bill Belichick as they add another chapter to the storied history
of the New England Patriots. Cinedigm
Marco Polo Season One (Dec. 15) The first season of this historical fiction
drama series follows Venetian explorer Marco Polo (Lorenzo Richelmy) through
his adventures in 13th-century China after he is taken prisoner by Kublai Khan
(Benedict Wong). Marco must learn to navigate through the politics and culture
of life in the court of Kublai Khan, who is in the midst of his quest to become
emperor of the world and sees Marco as a valuable tool in this conquest.
Marco's allegiance is tested throughout the season, especially as Kublai Khan
makes plans to conquer the walled city of Xiangyang. The show also features
Joan Chen as Empress Chabi, Remy Hii as Prince Jingim, and Zhu Zhu as
Kokachin. Starz/Anchor Bay
Pan (Dec. 22) The origin of Peter Pan (Levi Miller) and how he came to
Neverland. Set during WWII, it follows the story of Peter, who has an absentee
mother and lives in an orphanage. One night, all the boys in the home are
kidnapped by pirates in a flying ship and brought to Neverland to work as
slaves. Because Peter wears the necklace of Pan, which denotes the bravest
warrior in Tiger Lily's (Rooney Mara) tribe, it's deemed he's destined to save the
land from the pirate Blackbeard (Hugh Jackman). Along the way Peter forms a
bond with James Hook (Garrett Hedlund), who helps him on his mission. Warner
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Extant - Second Season Devastated by the loss of her husband and humanich
robot son, Ethan, astronaut Molly Woods is involuntarily committed to a "rest
facility." Believing her confinement is part of a conspiracy to keep her quiet
about the presence of aliens, Molly escapes, but she's stricken by an unknown
illness...one she believes may be related to the mysterious space encounter
that left her pregnant. Betrayed by friends and befriended by strangers,
including ex-officer JD Richter (Jeffrey Dean Morgan), Molly tracks Ethan and
her hybrid alien son, who has now produced more of his own kind. Afraid the
hybrids will result in mankind's extinction, the government orders the
creation of powerful humanich robot soldiers to fight them - but the robots
have their own agenda. It's time to pick a side as humans face aliens and
robots in the electrifying second season of Extant. Paramount
Chicago Blackhawks Stanley Cup 2015 Champions For the third time in six
seasons - the Chicago Blackhawks are Stanley Cup Champions! NHL Studios
takes you behind the glass, on the bench, and into the locker room as the
Blackhawks embark on another unforgettable journey through the regular
season and the Stanley Cup Playoffs. Led by captain Jonathan Toews, crafty
winger Patrick Kane, goaltender Corey Crawford, and Conn Smythe trophy
winner Duncan Keith - the Blackhawks defeated divisional rivals (Nashville
Predators and Minnesota Wild), upset the Western Conference's top seed
(Anaheim Ducks), and eliminated the Eastern Conference Champions (Tampa
Bay Lightning) en route to hoisting the most coveted trophy in sports - the
Stanley Cup. Exclusive interviews with players, coaches, and Blackhawks
legends provide an in-depth narrative of Chicago's latest triumph. From the
NHL Winter Classic to the Stanley Cup Final - experience this championship
season through the voices that added another celebratory chapter to this
proud Original Six Franchise's tradition.The Cup has returned to the Windy
City! Experience every dramatic moment of the 2015 Stanley Cup Champion
Chicago Blackhawks. Cinedigm
War Pigs Disgraced WWII Army Captain Jack Wosick (Like Goss) is given the
opportunity for redemption. He is asked to lead a ragtag unit of misfits, known
as the War Pigs, on a secret mission. They must go behind enemy lines to
uncover and capture a Nazi-developed super weapon, the V3, a massive
artillery cannon that would give the Nazis an insurmountable advantage
against the Allies. With the help of Captain Han Picault (Dolph Lundgren) a
German anti-Nazi serving with the French Foreign Legion, and Colonel A.J.
Redding (Mickey Rourke), a battle-hardened WWI veteran, Jack must train,
lead and earn the respect of his new squad to become a functioning
reconnaissance unit. Cinedigm
Red vs Blue Season 13 The battle rages on in this release featuring every
episode of Red vs. Blue: Season 13. The sim-troopers of Blood Gulch have seen
their fair share of insanity over the years, but they've never faced anything
quite like this. Stranded on the planet Chorus, the Reds and Blues must
convince two enemy armies to join forces or suffer complete annihilation at
the hands of a bloodthirsty war lord. As the final installment in the critically
acclaimed Chorus Trilogy, Red Vs. Blue: Season 13 is as hilarious as it is thrilling.
Between deadly mercenaries, alien artifacts and old rivalries, our hapless
heroes are in for the fight of their lives in the longest running sci-fi/comedy
series in American history. Stars Geoff Ramsey, Gus Sorola, Dan Godwin, Matt
Hullum Cinedigm
A Christmas Detour Two New York City-bound travelers find themselves
inextricably linked when a snowstorm reroutes them to an airport hotel in
Buffalo. Ever the eternal optimist and hopeless romantic, Paige desperately
needs to find a way back home to meet her fiancee's parents before her
forthcoming wedding. And it's somehow up to fellow passenger Dylan
MacKenzie, who is permanently soured on romance following a recent
heartbreak. Yet Dylan somehow rises to the occasion to become Paige's
chivalrous helpmate. The pair are joined on this misadventure by an older
couple named Frank and Maxine trying to get to Connecticut. As their
madcap journey ensues, our foursome will find plenty of surprises in store.
Hallmark
Christmas Trade Mitch Taylor, is a workaholic attorney and widowed dad to a
12 year-old son, Robbie. Lately, Mitch is trying to be a dad, please his hard
edged boss and make partner, while juggling an impatient girlfriend. The
school bully has made his son Robbie his latest target. Robbie really want his
dad to go out of his way this year to make Christmas all it's cracked up to be.
Mitch and Robbie definitely think the other has it pretty easy—until a
mysterious toy causes them to switch bodies. They are forced to find out what
it's like to spend the holidays in each other's shoes. Stars: Denise Richards, Tom
Arnold and Billy Baldwin. An overworked attorney (William Baldwin) magically
switches bodies with his 12-year-old son in this hilarious Christmas family
comedy. Denise Richards and Tom Arnold co-star. Cinedigm
Crown For Christmas Allie has taken care of her brothers and sisters ever
since their parents died when they were just kids, and now, she and her sister
Lisa work as maids in a first-class Manhattan hotel. By a twist of fate, Allie
meets Ryland, a King in disguise staying at the hotel, and on the very same
day loses her job due to unruly hotel guests. In an effort to apologize for Allie
losing her job, one of Ryland’s closest servants offers her the role of Governess
(a glorified Nanny) for Ryland’s ten year old daughter Teddy. She hesitantly
takes the position and moves to Europe to live in the castle, only to learn that
Ryland and his daughter have both been closed off ever since the Queen died.
Will Allie be able to get through to Ryland and Teddy and bring them
together once again for Christmas? Cinedigm

